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EXISTENCE OF PRIMITIVE
POLYNOMIALS WITH THREE
COEFFICIENTS PRESCRIBED
DONALD MILLS
1. Introduction
Let Fq denote the finite field of q elements, q = p
r for prime p and positive
integer r. A monic polynomial f(x) = xn+
∑n
i=1 fix
n−i ∈ Fq[x] is called a primitive
polynomial if it is irreducible over Fq and any of the roots of f can be used to
generate the multiplicative group F∗qn of Fqn . Equivalently, f is primitive if the
smallest positive integer w such that f(x) | xw − 1 is w = qn − 1. Primitive
polynomials and their roots are of interest in various applications of finite fields to
coding theory and cryptography, and so it is of interest to know whether for a given
q and n there exists a primitive polynomial of degree n over Fq which may satisfy
certain additional conditions. One such condition is whether there exists a primitive
polynomial of degree n over Fq with first coefficient f1 prescribed, where we note
that f1 = −Tr(α), α a root of f and Tr the trace function from Fqn to Fq. This
question has been answered (see [2], [6]), with answer as given in Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.1. Let n > 1 be an integer, and let a ∈ Fq be given. Then there always
exists a primitive polynomial f(x) = xn +
∑n
i=1 fix
n−i ∈ Fq[x] such that a = f1
provided (a, n) 6= (0, 3) for q = 4 and (a, n) 6= (0, 2) for arbitrary q.
Cohen, Han and Mills considered the case in which there exists a primitive poly-
nomial with f1 and f2 prescribed. Han [5] gave the following; this result was also
addressed in [4].
Theorem 1.2. Let n ≥ 7 be an integer, and let a, b ∈ Fq be given, q an odd prime
power. Then there always exists a primitive polynomial f(x) = xn +
∑n
i=1 fix
n−i ∈
Fq[x] such that f1 = a and f2 = b.
Equivalently, Nq,n(a, b) > 0 for all odd prime powers q and all integers n ≥ 7,
where Nq,n(a, b) is the number of primitive polynomials in Fq of degree n with root
α such that Tr(α) = a and Tr(α2) = b, Tr the trace function from Fqn to Fq. The
case where q = 2i for some i is more difficult; a discussion of this case is provided
in [9].
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From Theorem 1.2, we infer that the remaining cases of interest are n = 4, 5, and
6. Using sieving techniques due to Cohen, Cohen and Mills [4] proved the following,
with q an odd prime power.
Theorem 1.3. For all pairs a, b ∈ Fq, q odd, Nq,n(a, b) > 0 for n = 5, 6.
In this paper, we generalize the above work by producing a formula in Section
2, over finite fields of suitably large characteristic, for the kth coefficient of an
irreducible polynomial. We then use this formula to address the question of the
existence of primitive polynomials with three coefficients prescribed over finite fields
of characteristic at least five. The main result of the paper is given as Theorem 7.1,
which states that for all finite fields of characteristic at least five, and for all n ≥ 9,
for every triplet (f1, f2, f3) ∈ F3q there exists a primitive polynomial of degree n with
xn−i coefficient equal to fi for i = 1, 2, 3. Progress is also made on the cases n = 7
and n = 8; Section 8 is devoted to a consideration of these cases.
As the formula in Section 2 applies to irreducible polynomials in general, and
not merely primitive polynomials, the author is confident that the formula may
prove important in several applications, and not only with regards to the question
of existence of certain primitive polynomials.
2. A Recursive Formula for the kth Coefficient of a Polynomial
Let f(x) = xn+
∑n
i=1(−1)ifixn−i ∈ Fq[x] be given. For positive integers k and n,
k < n, set
Wk,n(x) = x
q+q2+···+qk−2
n−1∑
i1=k−1
xq
i1
+ xq+q
2+···+qk−3+qk−1
n−1∑
i2=k
xq
i2
+ · · ·+ xqn−k+1+qn−k+2+···+qn−1 .(1)
Observe that the number of terms in Wk,n, denoted by Zk,n, is Zk,n =
(
n−1
k−1
)
, with
W1,n(x) := 1, W2,n(x) = x
q + xq
2
+ · · ·+ xqn−1 , and so forth. We have the following.
Lemma 2.1. Let f(x) = xn +
∑n
i=1(−1)ifixn−i ∈ Fq[x], p =char(Fq), denote an
irreducible of degree n over Fq with root α, and let k < n be any positive integer with
p † k. Then fk = 1kTr(αWk,n(α)).
We first prove the following technical lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For positive coprime integers k and n, k < n, 1
n
(
n
k
)
is integral.
Proof. Observe that, by Legendre’s identity [see for example page 67 of T. Apostol’s
Introduction to Analytic Number Theory text] we have
(n− 1)! =
∏
p≤n−1
p
∑
∞
m=1⌊
n−1
pm
⌋(2)
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for p prime. Similar equations can be given for (n − k)! and k!; note that the
exponent for each p has only a finite number of terms as ⌊n−1
pm
⌋ = 0 for pm > n− 1.
Thinking of
(
n
k
)
as
n
(n− 1)(n− 2) · · · (n− k + 1)
k!
,(3)
we have by (2) that
n
(n− 1)(n− 2) · · · (n− k + 1)
k!
= n
(∏
n−k<p<n p
∑
∞
m=1⌊n−1pm ⌋
)(∏
p≤n−k p
∑
∞
m=1⌊n−1pm ⌋−⌊n−kpm ⌋
)
∏
p≤k p
∑
∞
m=1⌊ kpm ⌋ .(4)
Thus we need to show that for each prime p ≤ k,
∞∑
m=1
⌊
n− 1
pm
⌋
−
⌊
n− k
pm
⌋
≥
∞∑
m=1
⌊
k
pm
⌋
.(5)
If p | k then p † (n− k) as gcd(k, n) = 1. So for each m,
⌊
n− k
pm
⌋
=
⌊
n− k − 1
pm
⌋
,
thus
⌊
n− k
pm
⌋
+
⌊
k
pm
⌋
≤
⌊
n− 1
pm
⌋
for each m by definition of the floor function.
Note that if p | n we can make the same argument, thus the only remaining case
is the one in which prime p divides neither k nor n. Since p † k, though, we have⌊
k
pm
⌋
=
⌊
k − 1
pm
⌋
and we can conclude, as before, that
⌊
n− k
pm
⌋
+
⌊
k
pm
⌋
≤
⌊
n− 1
pm
⌋
for each m by definition of the floor function. Appealing to equation (5) completes
the proof. 
Proof. We now prove Lemma 2.1, first for the case where gcd(k, n) = 1. Let Z
denote the set of integers, and let Zn denote the set of integers modulo n. Observe
that for each vector of the form (a1, a2, ..., ak) ∈ Zkn corresponding to the positive
integer qa1 + qa2 + · · · + qak < qn − 1 (assuming without loss of generality that
a1 < a2 < · · · < ak modulo n, so that the number of vectors to consider is
(
n
k
)
– let
M denote the set of all such vectors), it follows that as we raise qa1 + qa2 + · · ·+ qak
by powers of q, doing our work modulo qn − 1, that the number of distinct integers
formed modulo qn−1 is exactly n, for gcd(k, n) = 1. From this observation, coupled
with Lemma 2.2, we conclude that M can be partitioned into classes, with each
class having exactly k elements with a1 = 0. Such an element can serve as the
representative of the class.
Thus, fk can be written as
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fk =
∑
0≤i1<i2<···<ik<n
αq
i1+qi2+···+qik
=
1
k
∑
0≤j1,j2,...,jk<n
αq
j1+qj2+···+qjk(6)
where the second sum in (6) amounts to k copies of the first sum, the second sum
having k
(
n
k
)
= n
(
n−1
k−1
)
terms. Referring back to (1), observe that if one takes the
trace of αWk,n(α), one obtains an expression in α having n
(
n−1
k−1
)
terms, with each
of the
(
n
k
)
members of M appearing as an exponent of α exactly k times. Thus we
deduce that fk =
1
k
Tr(αWk,n(α)), and the first statement is proved.
For the case 1 < gcd(k, n) ≤ k we proceed in a similar manner. Specifically, we
note that the number of distinct integers modulo qn−1 that one forms (as one raises
by powers of q) will always be a multiple of n/ gcd(k, n), say d = ns
gcd(k,n)
for some s.
Observe that d divides n as well. In applying the second expression for (6), we note
that each exponent in the class is found k times, for a total of dk terms. On the other
hand, letting L denote the number of exponents qa1 +qa2 + · · ·+qak in the class with
a1 = 0 (without loss of generality having a1 < a2 < · · · < ak), applying the trace to
αWk,n(α) shows that each exponent in the class appears
Ln
d
times, for a total of Ln
terms. If d = n, so that L = k, then dk = Ln and we proceed as in the first part of
the proof. If d is a proper divisor of n, then, by separating the set {0, 1, ..., n−1} into
equally-sized blocks of size d, namely into the sets {md,md+ 1, ..., md+ d− 1} for
m = 0, 1, ..., (n/d)− 1, and by considering the coset representative (a1, a2, ..., ak) =
(0, a2, ..., ak) of the class, we deduce that each block of size d must not only have
the same number of a′is, but if aj = r for some r between 0 and d− 1 then aj +md
must belong to the coset representative for m from 1 to (n/d) − 1. That is, each
such class possesses a symmetry in accordance with the value of d. (For example,
consider the case k = 6, n = 14 with (a1, ..., a6) = (0, 1, 2, 7, 8, 9).) From this we
conclude immediately that L = (d/n)k or dk = Ln, as was the case for gcd(k, n) = 1.
Arguing as above, we conclude that fk =
1
k
Tr(αWk,n(α)), and the lemma is proven.
We now use Lemma 2.1 to prove the following.
Theorem 2.3. Under the conditions set forth in Lemma 2.1, we can write fk as
fk =
1
k
(
fk−1Tr(α)− fk−2Tr(α2) + · · ·+ (−1)k−1Tr(αk)
)
.(7)
Proof. With f0 = 1, the result is trivial for k = 1. Observe that for any positive k,
fk = Wk+1,n(α) + αWk,n(α).
Since
fk =
1
k
Tr(αWk,n(α))
by Lemma 2.1, for all k > 1 with p not dividing k we have
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fk =
1
k
Tr [α (fk−1 − αWk−1,n(α))]
=
1
k
[
fk−1Tr(α)− Tr
(
α2[fk−2 − αWk−2,n(α)]
)]
= · · ·
=
1
k
(
fk−1Tr(α)− fk−2Tr(α2) + · · ·+ (−1)k−1Tr(αk)
)
.

Clearly, in order to consider the case in which f1, f2, and f3 are prescribed, we
will need p ≥ 5. The character sum analysis will show that we need to restrict k
such that k ≤ ⌊n
2
⌋.
3. Character Sum Analysis
To guarantee the existence of primitive polynomials over a finite field Fq with
f1, f2, and f3 prescribed, we will employ a character sum analysis followed by, for
certain n, a combinatorial sieve due to Cohen (see [1]).
We first give a definition. An element x ∈ Fq is said to be e−free (it has also
been referred to as “no kind of eth power”; see for example [3]) if, for any y ∈ Fq
with yd = x for d | e, we must have d = 1. Thus the primitive elements of Fq are
those which are (q − 1)-free, while (trivially) all elements of the field are 1-free.
Now let e denote a divisor of qn − 1, where q, n, and a, b, c ∈ Fq are given, and
let N(e) denote the number of elements x ∈ Fqn that are e−free, with Tr(x) = a,
Tr(x2) = b, and Tr(x3) = c. Further let ω(z) denote the number of prime divisors
of z. We have the following basic lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. For ξ ∈ F∗qn, we have
ϕ(e)
e
∑
d|e
µ(d)
ϕ(d)
∑
χd
χ(d)(ξ),(8)
which equals 1 if ξ is not any kind of eth power, and equals zero otherwise. Here ϕ
and µ are the Euler-phi and Mo¨bius functions, respectively, and the inner sum runs
over all dth-order multiplicative characters of Fqn.
Lemma 3.2. For ξ ∈ Fq and ψt an additive character of Fq for t ∈ Fq, we have
∑
t∈Fq
ψt(ξ) = q(9)
if ξ = 0. The sum equals zero otherwise.
Using these lemmas, we may write N(e) as
q3N(e) = θ(e)
∑
d|e
µ(d)
ϕ(d)
∑
χ(d)
∑
e1,e2,e3∈Fq
Sd,e1,e2,e3(10)
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where
Sd,e1,e2,e3 =
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ
(
Tr(e1ξ + e2ξ
2 + e3ξ
3)− e1a− e2b− e3c
)
χ(d)(ξ),(11)
χ(d) runs over all dth-order multiplicative characters of Fqn , ψ is the canonical Fq-
additive character, θ(e) = ϕ(e)/e, and Tr is the trace map from Fqn to Fq.
Observe that when e = qn − 1, N := N(qn − 1) is the value whose positivity we
wish to determine; note as well that the value of N(e) depends only on the distinct
prime factors of e. With these observations in hand, we say that divisors e1, ...,
er, r ≥ 1, of e are complementary divisors of e with common divisor d if the set of
distinct prime divisors of lcm{e1, ..., er} is the same as that of e, and, for any pair
(i, j) with 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r, the set of distinct prime divisors of gcd(ei, ej) is that of d.
When r = 1, we have e1 = d = e.
With these notions in hand, we arrive at the following sieve inequality, proved in
[1].
Theorem 3.3. Let q be a prime power and n ≥ 1 an integer. Let e1, ..., er, r ≥ 1
be complementary divisors of e | qn − 1 with common divisor d. Then, with N(e)
defined as above, we have
N(e) ≥
[
r∑
i=1
N(ei)
]
− (r − 1)N(d).(12)
Thus it suffices to guarantee
[
r∑
i=1
N(ei)
]
− (r − 1)N(d) > 0.(13)
Before using the sieve, we must obtain bounds for N , depending upon the values
of a, b, and c. First, we note that the following lemma will prove useful [5].
Lemma 3.4. Let χ denote a dth order multiplicative character and ψ an additive
character of Fq. Let f(x), g(x) ∈ Fq[x] be polynomials of degree m, r respectively.
If gcd(m, d) = gcd(r, q) = 1, then
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
c∈Fq
χ(f(c))ψ(g(c))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ (m+ r − 1)
√
q.
Of course, S1,0,0,0 = q
n − 1. We have the following.
Theorem 3.5. We have
q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1){qn − 1 + T1 −
8∑
i=2
|Ti|},(14)
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where the Ti, i = 1, ..., 8 are defined below.
Proof. Our work is separated into the following cases, based upon the values of d
and the ej :
(1) d = 1, ej = 0 for all j (addressed above).
(2) d = 1, ej 6= 0 for exactly one i.
(3) d = 1, ej 6= 0 for exactly two i.
(4) d = 1, e1e2e3 6= 0.
(5) d > 1, distinguishing as to whether d | Q := qn−1
q−1
.
For Case 2, we have the following subcases.
(2a) e1 6= 0. The sum to consider is
T1 =
∑
e1∈F∗q
S1,e1,0,0
=
∑
e1∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e1ξ)− e1a)
=
∑
e1∈F∗q
ψ(−e1a)

 ∑
ξ∈Fqn
ψ(Tr(e1ξ))− 1


=
∑
e1∈F∗q
ψ(−e1a)

 ∑
ξ∈Fqn
ψ(Tr(ξ))− 1

 .
Thus,
T1 =
{
1− q if a = 0
1 if a 6= 0.
(2b) e2 6= 0. The sum to consider is
T2 =
∑
e2∈F∗q
S1,0,e2,0
=
∑
e2∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e2ξ
2)− e2b).
From [5], we have
|T2| ≤
{
(q − 1)(√qn + 1) if b = 0
(
√
q + 1)(
√
qn + 1) if b 6= 0.
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(2c) e3 6= 0. We consider
T3 =
∑
e3∈F∗q
S1,0,0,e3
=
∑
e3∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e3ξ
3)− e3c)
=
∑
e3∈F∗q
ψ(−e3c)
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
λ(e3ξ
3),
where λ(X) = ψ(Tr(X)) for allX ∈ Fqn . We divide the work here into two subcases.
(2c1) q ≡ 2 (mod 3). Thus gcd(3, q − 1) = 1, and so we may write T3 as
T3 =
∑
e3∈F∗q
ψ(−e3c)
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
λ(e3ξ
3)
=
∑
e3∈F∗q
ψ(−e33c)
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
λ((e3ξ)
3)
=
∑
e3∈F∗q
ψ(−e33c)
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
λ(ξ3)
Thus, by the Weil bound [8] we have
|T3| ≤
{
(q − 1)(2√qn + 1) if c = 0
(2
√
q + 1)(2
√
qn + 1) if c 6= 0.
(2c2) q ≡ 1 (mod 3). Let α denote a fixed cubic nonresidue in F∗q, and let C
denote the set of cubic residues in Fq. Observe that C ∪ Cα ∪ Cα2 = F∗q . We have
T3 =
1
3

 2∑
i=0
∑
e3∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e33α
iξ3)− e33αic)


=
1
3

 2∑
i=0
∑
e3∈F∗q
ψ(−e33αic)
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
λ(αiξ3)

 .
Thus, we again have
|T3| ≤
{
(q − 1)(2√qn + 1) if c = 0
(2
√
q + 1)(2
√
qn + 1) if c 6= 0.
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For Case 3, we also have three subcases to address.
(3a) e1e2 6= 0. The sum in question is
T4 =
∑
e1,e2∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e1ξ + e2ξ
2)− e1a− e2b),
whose modulus is bounded from above by (see [5])
|T4| ≤


(q − 1)2(√qn + 1) if a = b = 0
(q − 1)(√qn + 1) if a 6= 0, b = 0
(q − 1)(√q + 1)(√qn + 1) if b 6= 0.
(3b) e1e3 6= 0. We consider
T5 =
∑
e1,e3∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e1ξ + e3ξ
3)− e1a− e3c)
=
∑
e,e1∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e1ξ + e(e1ξ)
3)− e1a− ee31c)
=
∑
e∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
λ(ξ + eξ3)
∑
e1∈F∗q
ψ(−e1a− ee31c)
where ee31 = e3 and λ has the same meaning as above. Thus
|T5| ≤


(q − 1)2(2√qn + 1) if a = c = 0
(q − 1)(2√qn + 1) if a 6= 0, c = 0
(q − 1)(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1) if c 6= 0.
(3c) e2e3 6= 0. Let α denote a fixed quadratic nonresidue in Fq. Consider the sum
T6 =
∑
e2,e3∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e2ξ
2 + e3ξ
3)− e2b− e3c)
=
1
2

 1∑
i=0
∑
e2,e3∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e22α
iξ2 + e3ξ
3)− e22αib− e3c)


=
1
2

 1∑
i=0
∑
e,e2∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(αi(e2ξ)
2 + e(e2ξ)
3)− αie22b− ee32c)


=
1
2

 1∑
i=0
∑
e∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
λ(αiξ2 + eξ3)
∑
e2∈F∗q
ψ(−αie22b− ee32c)

 ,
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where ee32 = e3. Thus
|T6| ≤


(q − 1)2(2√qn + 1) if b = c = 0
(q − 1)(√q + 1)(2√qn + 1) if b 6= 0, c = 0
(q − 1)(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1) if c 6= 0.
(4) e1e2e3 6= 0. We have
T7 =
∑
e1,e2,e3∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
ψ(Tr(e1ξ + e2ξ
2 + e3ξ
3)− e1a− e2b− e3c).
Set ee21 = e2 and ge
3
1 = e3 now and proceed as before to obtain
T7 =
∑
e,g∈F∗q
∑
ξ∈F∗
qn
λ(ξ + eξ2 + gξ3)
∑
e1∈F∗q
ψ(−e1a− ee21b− ge31c).
Thus,
|T7| ≤


(q − 1)3(2√qn + 1) if a = b = c = 0
(q − 1)2(2√qn + 1) if a 6= 0, b = c = 0
(q − 1)2(√q + 1)(2√qn + 1) if b 6= 0, c = 0
(q − 1)2(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1) if c 6= 0.
(5) d > 1. Here we use the fact that the Fqn-multiplicative character χ
(d), applied
to Fq, is trivial iff d | Q. The sum to consider is
T8 =
∑
1<d|qn−1
µ(d)
ϕ(d)
∑
χ(d)
∑
e1,e2,e3∈Fq
Sd,e1,e2,e3.(15)
We will consider (15) according to the values of the ei’s, specifically as to whether
a certain ei = 0. We shall also separate our results according to whether d | Q.
Note that Sd,0,0,0 = 0. Proceeding in the same manner as above, we have (with α a
quadratic nonresidue of Fq in (17), and ee
2
1 = e2 in (18))
∑
e1∈F∗q
Sd,e1,0,0 =
∑
e1∈F∗q
χ(d)(e−11 )ψ(−(e1 − 1)a)Sd,1,0,0,(16)
∑
e2∈F∗q
Sd,0,e2,0 =
1
2

 1∑
i=0
∑
e2∈F∗q
χ(d)(e−12 )ψ(−(e22 − 1)αib)Sd,0,αi,0

 ,(17)
and
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∑
e1,e2∈F∗q
Sd,e1,e2,0 =
∑
e,e1∈F∗q
χ(d)(e−11 )ψ(−(e1 − 1)a− (e21 − 1)eb)Sd,1,e,0.(18)
Further, we have
∑
e3∈F∗q
Sd,0,0,e3 =
∑
e3∈F∗q
χ(d)(e−13 )ψ(−(e33 − 1)c)Sd,0,0,1(19)
for q ≡ 2 (mod 3), while, with q ≡ 1 (mod 3) and α a fixed cubic nonresidue in Fq,
we have
∑
e3∈F∗q
Sd,0,0,e3 =
1
3

 2∑
i=0
∑
e3∈F∗q
χ(d)(e−13 )ψ(−(e33 − 1)αic)Sd,0,0,αi

 .(20)
With ee31 = e3, we have
∑
e1,e3∈F∗q
Sd,e1,0,e3 =
∑
e,e1∈F∗q
χ(d)(e−11 )ψ(−(e1 − 1)a− (e31 − 1)ec)Sd,1,0,e,(21)
while, with α a fixed quadratic nonresidue in Fq and ee
3
2 = e3, we have
∑
e,e2∈F∗q
Sd,0,e2,e3 =
1
2

 1∑
i=0
∑
e,e2∈F∗q
χ(d)(e−12 )U(e, e2, α
i)Sd,0,αi,e

 ,(22)
where U(e, e2, α
i) = ψ(−(e22−1)αib−(e32−1)ec). Finally, with ee21 = e2 and ge31 = e3,
we have
∑
e1,e2,e3∈F∗q
Sd,e1,e2,e3 =
∑
e1,e,g∈F∗q
χ(d)(e−11 )V (e1, e, g)Sd,1,e,g,(23)
where V (e1, e, g) = ψ(−(e1 − 1)a− (e21 − 1)eb− (e31 − 1)gc).
Putting it all together, we have the following bounds for |T8|, depending upon the
values of a, b, and c.
For a = b = c = 0, we have
|T8| ≤ (2ω(Q) − 1)[(q − 1)(3q2 + 2q + 1)]
√
qn.(24)
For a 6= 0, b = c = 0 we have
|T8| ≤ (2ω(Q) − 1)[1 + 10(q − 1) + 6(q − 1)2]
√
qn
+ (2ω(q
n−1) − 2ω(Q))[1 + 5(q − 1) + 3(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1,(25)
while for b 6= 0 and a = c = 0 we have
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|T8| ≤ (2ω(Q) − 1)[(5q − 3)(√q + 1) + 4(q − 1) + 3(√q + 2)(q − 1)2]
√
qn
+ (2ω(q
n−1) − 2ω(Q))[4 + 10(q − 1) + 6(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1,(26)
and for c 6= 0 with a = b = 0 we have
|T8| ≤ (2ω(Q) − 1)[(6q − 3)(2√q + 1) + 3(q − 1) + (6√q + 5)(q − 1)2]
√
qn
+ (2ω(q
n−1) − 2ω(Q))[9 + 18(q − 1) + 9(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(27)
For ab 6= 0 with c = 0, we have
|T8| ≤ (2ω(Q) − 1)[2√q + 3 + (5√q + 11)(q − 1) + (3√q + 3)(q − 1)2]
√
qn
+ (2ω(q
n−1) − 2ω(Q))[5 + 13(q − 1) + 6(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1,(28)
while for ac 6= 0 and b = 0 we have
|T8| ≤ (2ω(Q) − 1)[6√q + 4 + (12√q + 10)(q − 1) + (6√q + 3)(q − 1)2]
√
qn
+ (2ω(q
n−1) − 2ω(Q))[10 + 20(q − 1) + 9(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(29)
When bc 6= 0 and a = 0, we have
|T8| ≤ (2ω(Q) − 1)[8√q + 5 + (14√q + 9)(q − 1) + (6√q + 3)(q − 1)2]
√
qn
+ (2ω(q
n−1) − 2ω(Q))[13 + 22(q − 1) + 9(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(30)
Finally, for abc 6= 0 we have
|T8| ≤ (2ω(Q) − 1)[8√q + 6 + (14√q + 8)(q − 1) + (6√q + 3)(q − 1)2]
√
qn
+ (2ω(q
n−1) − 2ω(Q))[14 + 22(q − 1) + 9(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(31)
Putting this all together, we obtain (14). This completes the proof. 
This completes the main portion of our character sum analysis. The next section
is devoted to using Theorem 3.5 to make statements of the following type: “For a
given triple (a, b, c), if qA(n) ≥ B(q, n) for some functions A and B, then N > 0 for
all fields Fq having characteristic at least 5, and with n ≥ 7.” We will use these
bounds to ensure that N > 0 for n ≥ 13, then move to a sieving process to resolve,
as best we can, the cases 7 ≤ n ≤ 12.
4. Bounds That Ensure N > 0
We separate the work into two cases, depending upon whether (a, b, c) = (0, 0, 0).
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(1) (a, b, c) = (0, 0, 0). Observe that (abbreviating Nq,n(a, b, c) with N)
q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1)[qn − q − (q − 1)(3√qn + 2)]
− θ(qn − 1)[(q − 1)2(5√qn + 3) + (q − 1)3(2√qn + 1)]
− θ(qn − 1)[(2ω(Q) − 1)(3q n2 +3 − q n2+2 − q n2+1 − q n2 )].(32)
Thus, to ensure that N > 0 it suffices to ensure that
qn − q − (q − 1)(3√qn + 2)− (q − 1)2(5√qn + 3)− (q − 1)3(2√qn + 1)
−(2ω(Q) − 1)(3q n2 +3 − q n2+2 − q n2+1 − q n2 ) > 0,(33)
or, by grouping the terms in (33) with minus signs in front of them,
(3× 2ω(Q) + 2)q n2+3 + 6q n2+2 + 10q n2+1
+6q
n
2 + q3 + 3q2 + 6q + 3 < qn.(34)
Thus, we want
3× 2ω(Q) + 2 + 6
q
+
10
q2
+
6
q3
+
1
q
n
2
+
3
q
n
2
+1
+
6
q
n
2
+2
+
3
q
n
2
+3
< q
n
2
−3,(35)
or, since q ≥ 5 and n ≥ 7,
3× 2ω(Q) + 3.655 < q n2−3.(36)
(2) (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0). We present an analysis of each of the seven cases in
which (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0); these are handled in a manner like that of the case
a = b = c = 0, and in each case we will give bounds to ensure N > 0 for said
case, as we did for (36).
For a 6= 0, b = c = 0 we have
q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1)[qn − (6√qn + 4)(q − 1)− (4√qn + 2)(q − 1)2]
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(Q) − 1)[1 + 10(q − 1) + 6(q − 1)2]√qn
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(qn−1) − 2ω(Q))[1 + 5(q − 1) + 3(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(37)
Thus to ensure N > 0, we proceed as in the all-zero case to conclude that
we want
2ω(q
n−1)(3q
n+5
2 ) + 2ω(Q)(6q
n+4
2 + q
n+3
2 + q
n+1
2 )
+4q
n+4
2 + 8q
n+2
2 + 7q
n
2 + 2q2 + 4q + 2 < qn,(38)
or, replacing 2ω(Q) with 2ω(q
n−1) and recalling that q ≥ 5, n ≥ 7, we have,
after dividing through on both sides by q
n+5
2 and then setting q = 5 and
n = 7 where appropriate, rounding up to the nearest thousandth in our
work,
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(5.924)2ω(q
n−1) + 2.635 < q
n−5
2 .(39)
For b 6= 0, a = c = 0, we have
q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1)[qn − (q + (√q + 1)(√qn + 1))]
− θ(qn − 1)[2√qn + 1 + (√q + 1)(3√qn + 2)](q − 1)
− θ(qn − 1)(2√qn + 1)(√q + 2)(q − 1)2
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(Q) − 1)[(5q − 3)(√q + 1) + 4(q − 1) + 3(√q + 2)(q − 1)2]√qn
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(qn−1) − 2ω(Q))[4 + 10(q − 1) + 6(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(40)
Thus, to ensure that N > 0, we want
2ω(q
n−1)(6q
n+5
2 ) + 2ω(Q)(3q
n+5
2 + 6q
n+4
2 + 2q
n+3
2 )
+2q
n+5
2 + 4q
n+4
2 + 4q
n+3
2 + 8q
n+2
2 + 3q
n+1
2 + 6q
n
2
+q
5
2 + 2q2 + 2q
3
2 + 4q + 2q
1
2 + 3 < qn,(41)
or, replacing 2ω(Q) with 2ω(q
n−1) and recalling that q ≥ 5, n ≥ 7, we have
(12.083)2ω(q
n−1) + 5.542 < q
n−5
2 .(42)
For c 6= 0, a = b = 0, the inequality to consider is
q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1)[qn − (q + (2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1))]
− θ(qn − 1)[2(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1) +√qn + 1](q − 1)
− θ(qn − 1)[√qn + 1 + (2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1)](q − 1)2
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(Q) − 1)[(6q − 3)(2√q + 1) + 3(q − 1) + (6√q + 5)(q − 1)2]√qn
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(qn−1) − 2ω(Q))[9 + 18(q − 1) + 9(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(43)
Thus, to ensure thatN > 0, it suffices to have (replacing ω(Q) with ω(qn−1))
2ω(q
n−1)(15q
n+5
2 + 5q
n+4
2 ) + 4q
n+5
2 + 3q
n+4
2
+8q
n+3
2 + 6q
n+2
2 + 8q
n+1
2 + 6q
n
2 + 2q
5
2 + 2q2
+4q
3
2 + 4q + 4
√
q + 3 < qn,(44)
or
(15 +
√
5)2ω(q
n−1) + 7.921 < q
n−5
2 .(45)
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Now consider the case ab 6= 0 with c = 0. We have
q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1)[qn − (√q + 1)(√qn + 1))]
− θ(qn − 1)[(√q + 1)(3√qn + 2) + 4√qn + 2](q − 1)
− θ(qn − 1)(√q + 1)(2√qn + 1)(q − 1)2
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(Q) − 1)[2√q + 3 + (5√q + 11)(q − 1) + (3√q + 3)(q − 1)2]√qn
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(qn−1) − 2ω(Q))[5 + 13(q − 1) + 6(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(46)
Thus, to ensure thatN > 0, it suffices to have (replacing ω(Q) with ω(qn−1))
2ω(q
n−1)
(
9q
n+5
2 + 3q
n+4
2 + q
n+3
2 + 5q
n+2
2 + 2q
n+1
2
)
+2q
n+5
2 + 2q
n+4
2 + 4q
n+3
2 + 7q
n+2
2 + 3q
n+1
2 + 8q
n
2
+q
5
2 + q2 + 2q
3
2 + 4q + 2q
1
2 + 2 < qn,(47)
or
(11.069)2ω(q
n−1) + 4.592 < q
n−5
2 .(48)
Now consider the case ac 6= 0 with b = 0. We have
q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1)[qn − (2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1))]
− θ(qn − 1)[√qn + 1 + (2√qn + 1)(2√q + 1)](2q − 2)
− θ(qn − 1)(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1)(q − 1)2
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(Q) − 1)[6√q + 4 + (12√q + 10)(q − 1) + (6√q + 3)(q − 1)2]√qn
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(qn−1) − 2ω(Q))[10 + 20(q − 1) + 9(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(49)
Thus, to ensure that N > 0, it suffices to have
2ω(q
n−1)
(
15q
n+5
2 + 3q
n+4
2 + 2q
n+3
2 + 4q
n+2
2 + q
n+1
2
)
+4q
n+5
2 + 2q
n+4
2 + 8q
n+3
2 + 6q
n+2
2 + 8q
n+1
2 + 7q
n
2
+2q
5
2 + q2 + 4q
3
2 + 4q + 4q
1
2 + 2 < qn,(50)
or
(17.140)2ω(q
n−1) + 7.490 < q
n−5
2 .(51)
Now consider bc 6= 0 with a = 0. We have
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q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1)[qn − (q + (√q + 1)(√qn + 1) + (2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1))]
− θ(qn − 1)[(√q + 1)(√qn + 1) + 2(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1)](q − 1)
− θ(qn − 1)(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1)(q − 1)2
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(Q) − 1)[8√q + 5 + (14√q + 9)(q − 1) + (6√q + 3)(q − 1)2]√qn
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(qn−1) − 2ω(Q))[13 + 22(q − 1) + 9(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(52)
Thus it suffices to have
2ω(q
n−1)
(
15q
n+5
2 + 3q
n+4
2 + 6q
n+3
2 + 3q
n+2
2
)
+4q
n+5
2 + 2q
n+4
2 + 9q
n+3
2 + 5q
n+2
2 + 9q
n+1
2 + 6q
n
2
+2q
5
2 + q2 + 5q
3
2 + 4q + 5q
1
2 + 3 < qn,(53)
or
(17.810)2ω(q
n−1) + 7.624 < q
n−5
2 .(54)
Finally, consider abc 6= 0. We have
q3N ≥ θ(qn − 1)[qn − ((√q + 1)(√qn + 1) + (2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1))]
− θ(qn − 1)[(√q + 1)(√qn + 1) + 2(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1)](q − 1)
− θ(qn − 1)(2√q + 1)(2√qn + 1)(q − 1)2
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(Q) − 1)[8√q + 6 + (14√q + 8)(q − 1) + (6√q + 3)(q − 1)2]√qn
− θ(qn − 1)(2ω(qn−1) − 2ω(Q))[14 + 22(q − 1) + 9(q − 1)2]
√
qn+1.(55)
Thus it suffices to have
2ω(q
n−1)
(
15q
n+5
2 + 3q
n+4
2 + 6q
n+3
2 + 2q
n+2
2 + q
n+1
2 + q
n
2
)
+4q
n+5
2 + 2q
n+4
2 + 9q
n+3
2 + 5q
n+2
2 + 9q
n+1
2 + 5q
n
2
+2q
5
2 + q2 + 5q
3
2 + 3q + 5q
1
2 + 3 < qn,(56)
or
(17.779)2ω(q
n−1) + 7.606 < q
n−5
2 .(57)
Of all the inequalities given for (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0), (54) is the most stringent, and
thus we will use this inequality, along with (36), to resolve the existence question in
the following section for n ≥ 13.
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5. The Case n ≥ 13
As in the previous section, we separate our work into two cases, according to
whether (a, b, c) = (0, 0, 0).
(1) (a, b, c) = (0, 0, 0). Refer to (36). Observe that we can strengthen this
inequality to read
2ω(Q)+2.735 < q
n−6
2(58)
or
qn >
(
2ω(Q)+2.735
)u0(n)
(59)
where u0(n) =
2n
n−6
for n ≥ 7. Consider (59) with n ≥ 13, so that u0(n) ≤ 267 .
If ω(Q) ≥ 19 then
Q ≥ A19 × 26.149(ω(Q)−19)
> 2
26
7
(ω(Q)+2.735)
≥ 2u0(n)(ω(Q)+2.735),(60)
where A19 is the product of the first 19 primes. So when ω(Q) ≥ 19, (59)
holds. If ω(Q) ≤ 18 and
qn > 2
(26)(20.735)
7(61)
then again (59) holds. The qn values to check directly, that is, those which
do not satisfy (61), are: 5n, 13 ≤ n ≤ 33; 7n, 13 ≤ n ≤ 27; 11n, 13 ≤ n ≤ 22;
13n, 13 ≤ n ≤ 20; 17n and 19n, 13 ≤ n ≤ 18; 23n, 13 ≤ n ≤ 17; 25n,
13 ≤ n ≤ 16; 29n and 31n, 13 ≤ n ≤ 15; 37n, 41n, and 43n, 13 ≤ n ≤ 14;
and 4713, 4913, 5313, and 5913. All of the possible exceptions listed, however,
satisfy (59), and thus Nq,n(0, 0, 0) > 0 for char(Fq) ≥ 5 and n ≥ 13.
(2) (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0). Observe that we can strengthen (54) to read
2ω(q
n−1)+4.669 < q
n−5
2(62)
or
qn >
(
2ω(q
n−1)+4.669
)u1(n)
(63)
where u1(n) =
2n
n−5
for n ≥ 7. Consider (63) with n ≥ 13, so that u1(n) ≤
3.25. We have
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qn > Q(q − 1)
> Q(6× 2u1(n)(ω(q−1)−4))
> 22.58+u1(n)(ω(q−1)−4)Q.(64)
Thus if
Q >
(
2ω(Q)+4.669
)u1(n)
24u1(n)−2.58,(65)
or, more stringently, as u1(n) ≤ 3.25,
Q > 225.595+3.25ω(Q),(66)
then (63) is satisfied. Recall that for n ≥ 13, if ω(Q) ≥ 19 then Q >
2
26
7
(ω(Q)+2.735). Thus we ask when
26
7
(ω(Q) + 2.735) > 25.595 + 3.25ω(Q);(67)
the answer to that is that (67) is satisfied for ω(Q) ≥ 34. Thus, N > 0 for
char(Fq) ≥ 5 and n ≥ 13 with ω(Q) ≥ 34.
For ω(Q) ≤ 33, we want
qn−1 >
24u1(n)
6
(
2ω(Q)+4.669
)u1(n)
,(68)
for then, as q − 1 > 2u1(n)(ω(q−1)−4), it would follow that (63) is satisfied.
Setting u1(n) = 3.25 and ω(Q) = 33 in (68), it follows that we want to
satisfy
qn−1 > 2132.840.(69)
We write a computer program to check whether all pairs (q, n) (q not a
power of 2 or 3) that do not satisfy (69), satisfy (63) nonetheless. We find
that all such pairs (q, n) do satisfy (63), and thus N > 0 for char(Fq) ≥ 5
and n ≥ 13.
6. Sieve Inequalities for the Three-Coefficient Problem
We will use (13), in conjunction with the bounds given for N , to resolve the
primitive polynomial existence question for 9 ≤ n ≤ 12, and to come close to a
resolution of said problem for n = 7, 8.
We first consider the case a = b = c = 0. Note here that, based upon our work in
bounding Nq,n(0, 0, 0), and in reference to (13), we only need to work with divisors
of Q. In particular, note that for a divisor m of Q we have
q3N(m) ≥ θ(m){qn − P (q, n)− (2ω(m) − 1)R(q, n)}(70)
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where θ(m) = ϕ(m)/m,
P (q, n) = q + (q − 1)(3√qn + 2)
+ (q − 1)2(5√qn + 3) + (q − 1)3(2√qn + 1),(71)
and
R(q, n) = (q − 1)(3q2 + 2q + 1)√qn.(72)
Observe first that
R(q, n) = 3q
n+6
2 − q n+42 − q n+22 − q n2
< 3q
n+6
2 .(73)
Further, after some arithmetic we find that
P (q, n) = 2q
n+6
2 − q n+42 − q n+22 + q3
< 2q
n+6
2(74)
for all prime powers q with n ≥ 7. Thus,
q3N(m) > θ(m){qn − q n+62 (3× 2ω(m) − 1)}.(75)
In particular, for a set of complementary divisors e1, ..., er with common divisor d,
we have
q3N(d)θ
θ(d)
> θ{qn − q n+62 (3× 2ω(d) − 1)}(76)
where θ := −(r − 1)θ(d) +∑ri=1 θ(ei). Here we need θ > 0. Now write (13) as
r∑
i=1
[N(ei)− θ(ei)
θ(d)
N(d)] +
θ
θ(d)
N(d) > 0(77)
and apply (76), as well as
q3
∣∣∣∣N(ei)− θ(ei)θ(d)N(d)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 3q n+62 θ(ei)(2ω(ei) − 2ω(d))(78)
for each i, where (78) follows from the estimates of the character sums given earlier,
as applied to those divisors of ei that are not involved in N(d). Thus, using (76)
and (78), we want
q
n−6
2 >
3
∑r
i=1 θ(ei)(2
ω(ei) − 2ω(d))
θ
+ 3× 2ω(d) − 1(79)
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in order to ensure that N > 0. If one chooses complementary divisors such that
2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i, (79) becomes
q
n−6
2 >
3× 2ω(d)(2θ + (r − 1)θ(d))
θ
− 1.(80)
We will use (79) and (80) in the next two sections for the cases 7 ≤ n ≤ 12 and
a = b = c = 0.
We obtain the sieve inequalities for (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0) in much the same way we
obtained (79) and (80). First, we consider the case a 6= 0, b = c = 0. For m a
divisor of qn − 1, we have
q3N(m) ≥ θ(m){qn − P (q, n)− (2ω(m) − 1)R(q, n)}(81)
where
P (q, n) = (6
√
qn + 4)(q − 1) + (4√qn + 2)(q − 1)2
< 4q
n+4
2 ,(82)
R(q, n) =
[
1 + 10(q − 1) + 6(q − 1)2 + (1 + 5(q − 1) + 3(q − 1)2)√q]√qn
≤ 21
4
q
n+5
2(83)
for q ≥ 5, and we use 2ω(m) − 1 in place of 2ω(gcd(m,Q)) − 1 and 2ω(m) − 2ω(gcd(m,Q)).
Arguing as we did for the all-zeros case, it is a straightforward matter to conclude
that we want
q
n−5
2 >
21
4
[∑r
i=1 θ(ei)(2
ω(ei) − 2ω(d))
θ
+ 2ω(d) − 1
]
+
4√
q
(84)
or, for a choice of complementary divisors such that 2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i,
q
n−5
2 >
(5.25)2ω(d)(2θ + (r − 1)θ(d))
θ
+
4√
q
− 21
4
.(85)
As the inequalities for the other cases are obtained in like manner, we list only
the final results below, with the proofs left to the reader. For each of these cases,
only the general sieve inequality is given, as the sieve inequality produced for the
situation in which 2ω(ei)− 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i is easily obtained from the general
expression.
For b 6= 0, a = c = 0 we want
q
n−5
2 >
(
9 +
6√
q
)[∑r
i=1 θ(ei)(2
ω(ei) − 2ω(d))
θ
+ 2ω(d) − 1
]
+ 2 +
4√
q
.(86)
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For c 6= 0, a = b = 0 we want
q
n−5
2 >
(
15 +
5√
q
)[∑r
i=1 θ(ei)(2
ω(ei) − 2ω(d))
θ
+ 2ω(d) − 1
]
+ 4 +
3√
q
.(87)
For ab 6= 0, c = 0 we want
q
n−5
2 >
(
9 +
4√
q
)[∑r
i=1 θ(ei)(2
ω(ei) − 2ω(d))
θ
+ 2ω(d) − 1
]
+ 2 +
3√
q
.(88)
For ac 6= 0, b = 0 we want
q
n−5
2 >
(
15 +
5√
q
)[∑r
i=1 θ(ei)(2
ω(ei) − 2ω(d))
θ
+ 2ω(d) − 1
]
+ 4 +
3√
q
.(89)
For bc 6= 0, a = 0 (and also for abc 6= 0) we want
q
n−5
2 >
(
15 +
19
3
√
q
)[∑r
i=1 θ(ei)(2
ω(ei) − 2ω(d))
θ
+ 2ω(d) − 1
]
+ 4 +
3√
q
.(90)
Of these inequalities, (90) is the most restrictive, and thus we shall use this
inequality in the sections to follow.
7. The Cases 9 ≤ n ≤ 12
We shall proceed in this section in descending order, beginning with n = 12. For
each section, we shall proceed in like manner to the method given in [4]. Specifically,
we shall begin by using (36) or (54), as appropriate, to say that N > 0 for all
ω(Q) ≥ ω0 or ω(qn−1) ≥ ω1, again as appropriate, where ω0 and ω1 are determined
by (36) or (54), respectively. Then, we shall use (79) or (90), again as appropriate,
to improve the results obtained using (36) or (54). In this stage, we shall, for each
value of ω, determine a “worst-case scenario” value tω, that is, we shall be able to
say for the given ω that, if the prime power q in question is such that ω(Q) = ω or
ω(qn − 1) = ω, as appropriate, and q > tω then N > 0 for said value q and given
n. In each case, we build a table which allows us to make such conclusions. In the
first column of each table, the value of ω is given. In the second column, we give the
minimum value q0 such that ω can equal the prescribed value. In the third column,
we present tω, determined via the appropriate sieve inequality. (The value tω is the
right-hand side, or RHS, of the sieve inequality, raised to the appropriate power
in order to compare directly with q0.) After these two steps, we will have a set of
prime power values that have not yet been eliminated. These “possible exceptions”
will then be eliminated, either via the appropriate sieve inequality, or by means of
direct verification, that is, we will use a computer to eliminate the prime power in
question.
(1) n = 12. First, consider the all-zero case. From (36), we determine that
N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 16. Use of (79) improves this to N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 10,
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as Table 1 shows. In Table 1, we use e1 = d = 2 for ω = 1, while using
e1 = d = 2 and e2 = 6 for ω = 2. For ω ≥ 3, we use complementary divisors
such that 2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i. For ω = 3, d = 2, while for ω ≥ 4,
we use d = 6. There are no possible exceptions, as ω((512−1)/4) = 6. Thus,
Nq,12(0, 0, 0) > 0.
ω(Q) q0 cube root of RHS
1 0.50 1.71
2 0.86 2.22
3 1.16 2.88
4 1.47 3.46
5 1.89 4.03
6 2.43 4.59
7 3.19 5.12
8 4.21 5.66
9 5.64 6.20
10 7.70 6.72
Table 1. Sieving Table for Case n = 12, a = b = c = 0
For the case (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0), we deduce via (54) that N > 0 for ω(q12−
1) ≥ 18. Use of (90) improves this to N > 0 for ω(q12−1) ≥ 12, as indicated
in Table 2. The construction of this table, with regards to complementary
divisors, is the same as that for Table 1. The possible exceptions here are
q = 5 and q = 7. While the latter succumbs to the sieve for d = 2, with
2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i, the former must be checked directly, and we
do so, with an affirmative outcome. Thus Nq,12(a, b, c) > 0.
ω(q12 − 1) q0 (2/7)-root of RHS
1 1.10 2.59
2 1.18 3.36
3 1.33 4.23
4 1.56 4.95
5 1.91 5.62
6 2.36 6.25
7 2.99 6.82
8 3.82 7.39
9 4.96 7.94
10 6.57 8.46
11 8.75 8.99
12 11.82 9.50
Table 2. Sieving Table for Case n = 12, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)
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(2) n = 11. Again, we look at the all-zero case first. Observe first that prime p
divides Q if and only if p = 11 or p ≡ 1 (mod 22) (refer to page 26 of [7],
for example). Using this, we determine from (36) that N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 5.
Use of (79) reflects this, as Table 3 shows. In Table 3, we use e1 = d = 11
for ω = 1, while using e1 = d = 11 and e2 = 253 = (11)(23) for ω = 2. For
ω ≥ 3, we use complementary divisors such that 2ω(ei)−2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each
i. For ω = 3, d = 11, while for ω ≥ 4, we use d = 253. There are no possible
exceptions. Thus, Nq,11(0, 0, 0) > 0.
ω(Q) q0 (2/5)-root of RHS
1 1.00 1.90
2 1.57 2.61
3 2.52 3.13
4 4.03 4.16
5 6.93 4.70
Table 3. Sieving Table for Case n = 11, a = b = c = 0
For the case (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0), we use (54) to conclude that N > 0 for
ω(q11 − 1) ≥ 20. Use of (90) improves this to N > 0 for ω(q11 − 1) ≥ 12, as
indicated in Table 4. The construction of this table, with regards to com-
plementary divisors, is the same as that for Table 2. The possible exception
here is q = 7, but this prime power satisfies (54). Thus Nq,11(a, b, c) > 0.
ω(q11 − 1) q0 cube root of RHS
1 1.11 3.03
2 1.19 4.10
3 1.37 5.38
4 1.63 6.44
5 2.02 7.47
6 2.55 8.45
7 3.30 9.37
8 4.32 10.28
9 5.74 11.17
10 7.80 12.02
11 10.65 12.90
12 14.79 13.77
Table 4. Sieving Table for Case n = 11, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)
(3) n = 10. From (36), we determine that Nq,10(0, 0, 0) > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 25.
Use of (79) improves this to N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 12, as Table 5 shows. The
table is built in the same manner as Table 1. The only possible exception is
q = 5, which, when we check directly, we find that N5,10(0, 0, 0) > 0. Thus,
Nq,10(0, 0, 0) > 0.
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ω(Q) q0 square root of RHS
1 0.50 2.24
2 0.88 3.32
3 1.23 4.88
4 1.63 6.42
5 2.21 8.09
6 3.01 9.83
7 4.18 11.60
8 5.85 13.48
9 8.35 15.44
10 12.19 17.41
11 17.91 19.54
12 26.80 21.72
Table 5. Sieving Table for Case n = 10, a = b = c = 0
For the case (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0), we conclude, using (54), that N > 0 for
ω(q10 − 1) ≥ 24. Use of (90) improves this to N > 0 for ω(q10 − 1) ≥ 13, as
shown in Table 6. The construction of this table, with regards to comple-
mentary divisors, is the same as that for Table 2. The possible exceptions
here are q = 5, 7, and 11, the last of which satisfies the sieve for d = 2, with
2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i. The others must be checked directly, and we
do so, with an affirmative outcome. Thus Nq,10(a, b, c) > 0.
ω(q10 − 1) q0 (2/5)-root of RHS
1 1.12 3.78
2 1.21 5.44
3 1.41 7.51
4 1.71 9.33
5 2.17 11.14
6 2.80 12.90
7 3.72 14.59
8 5.00 16.31
9 6.84 18.02
10 9.57 19.67
11 13.50 21.41
12 19.37 23.15
13 28.08 24.96
Table 6. Sieving Table for Case n = 10, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)
(4) n = 9. First, we consider the case a = b = c = 0. Observe first that prime
p divides (q2 + q + 1) if and only if p = 3 or p ≡ 1 (mod 6), while p divides
(q6 + q3 + 1) if and only if p = 3 or p ≡ 1 (mod 18) (again, the reader is
referred to [7]). Thus, we will only consider prime divisors of the form p = 3
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or p ≡ 1 (mod 6), as Q = (q2 + q + 1)(q6 + q3 + 1). With this in hand, we
determine from (36) that N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 20. Use of (79) improves this
to N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 9, as Table 7 shows. In Table 7, we use e1 = d = 3 for
ω = 1, while using e1 = d = 3 and e2 = 21 for ω = 2. For ω ≥ 3, we use
complementary divisors such that 2ω(ei)− 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i. For ω = 3,
d = 3, while for ω ≥ 4, we use d = 21. The possible exceptions are q = 5
and q = 7, which are each checked directly to confirm that N5,9(0, 0, 0) > 0
and N7,9(0, 0, 0) > 0. Thus, Nq,9(0, 0, 0) > 0.
ω(Q) q0 (2/3)-root of RHS
1 0.68 1.90
2 1.20 2.61
3 1.83 3.13
4 2.75 4.16
5 4.33 13.87
6 6.89 16.56
7 11.11 19.17
8 18.67 21.65
9 31.67 24.08
Table 7. Sieving Table for Case n = 9, a = b = c = 0
For the case (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0), we conclude, using (54), that N > 0 for
ω(q9 − 1) ≥ 30. Use of (90) improves this to N > 0 for ω(q9 − 1) ≥ 14, as
shown in Table 8. The construction of this table, with regards to comple-
mentary divisors, is the same as that for Table 2. The possible exceptions
here are q = 5, 7, 11, 13, 19, 23, and 25. The first three values are addressed
directly via computer (with an affirmative outcome), while the remaining
four each satisfy the sieve for d = 2, with 2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i.
Thus Nq,9(a, b, c) > 0.
Theorem 7.1. Nq,n(a, b, c) > 0 for all prime powers q = p
e, p ≥ 5, and for all
n ≥ 9.
8. The Cases n = 7, 8
We proceed as in the previous section, stating our results as we go.
(1) n = 8. From (36), we determine that Nq,8(0, 0, 0) > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 91. Use of
(79) improves this to N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 18, as Table 9 shows. The table is
built in the same manner as Table 5. The only possible exception are given
in Table 10. The values q = 49, 67, 73, 79, 89, 109, 125, 137, 173, 233 fall
to the sieve (d = 2 for each, with 2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i), while the
remaining prime values each succumb to direct verification.
For the case (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0), we conclude, using (54), that N > 0 for
ω(q8 − 1) ≥ 45. Use of (90) improves this to N > 0 for ω(q8 − 1) ≥ 17, as
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ω(q9 − 1) q0 square root of RHS
1 1.13 5.27
2 1.24 8.29
3 1.46 12.41
4 1.81 16.25
5 2.36 20.25
6 3.14 24.31
7 4.31 28.33
8 5.97 32.55
9 8.46 36.85
10 12.31 41.13
11 18.02 45.74
12 26.92 50.45
13 40.67 55.45
14 61.77 60.98
Table 8. Sieving Table for Case n = 9, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)
ω(Q) q0 RHS
1 0.50 5.00
2 0.92 11.00
3 1.36 23.86
4 1.94 41.26
5 2.84 65.39
6 4.20 96.57
7 6.38 134.50
8 9.80 181.79
9 15.43 238.33
10 25.06 303.10
11 41.03 381.70
12 68.82 471.86
13 117.08 577.99
14 200.48 707.07
15 347.60 861.74
16 613.03 1043.82
17 1097.75 1259.48
18 1975.04 1529.57
Table 9. Sieving Table for Case n = 8, a = b = c = 0
5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 29
31 37 41 43 47 49 53 59 67
73 79 83 89 109 125 137 173 233
Table 10. Possible Exceptions for Case n = 8, a = b = c = 0
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shown in Table 11. The construction of this table, with regards to comple-
mentary divisors, is the same as that for Table 2. The possible exceptions
are listed in Table 12. The values q = 61, 73, 79, 89 each satisfy the sieve
for d = 2, with 2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for each i, while the remaining primes
are each resolved in the affirmative via computer check.
ω(q8 − 1) q0 (2/3)-root of RHS
1 1.15 9.16
2 1.28 16.74
3 1.54 28.60
4 1.95 40.92
5 2.63 54.76
6 3.63 69.81
7 5.17 85.52
8 7.47 102.84
9 11.06 121.34
10 16.84 140.49
11 25.87 161.93
12 40.63 184.66
13 64.63 209.65
14 103.42 238.19
15 167.34 270.27
16 274.87 305.74
17 457.60 345.27
Table 11. Sieving Table for Case n = 8, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)
5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25
29 31 37 41 43 47 49 53
59 61 67 73 79 83 89
Table 12. Possible Exceptions for Case n = 8, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)
(2) n = 7. We consider the all-zero case first. Observe first that prime p divides
Q if and only if p = 7 or p ≡ 1 (mod 14). Using this, we determine from
(36) that N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 266, where we note that the 266th such prime is
p = 13469. Use of (79) dramatically improves this to N > 0 for ω(Q) ≥ 10,
as Table 13 shows. In Table 13, we use e1 = d = 7 for ω = 1, while for
ω ≥ 2, we use complementary divisors such that 2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d) for
each i, and in particular we use d = 1 for these values of ω, as they produce
better results than the method used for other values of n. That they produce
better results is due to the fact that we are working with primes of a certain
form, as opposed to having no restriction on which primes divide Q.
The list of possible exceptions is given in Table 14. The values q = 67,
125, 131, 139, 223, 359, 389 are eliminated via the sieve, with d = 1, while
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the primes less than q = 127 are eliminated via computer. This leaves us
with the possible exceptions q = 25, 49, 121, 169, 191, 197, 199, 239, 269, a
total of 9 possible exceptions.
ω(Q) q0 square of RHS
1 1.00 25.00
2 2.19 74.77
3 4.34 156.39
4 9.06 270.94
5 20.13 418.39
6 45.35 601.04
7 109.63 816.53
8 267.73 1067.72
9 667.22 1354.61
10 1707.85 1676.92
Table 13. Sieving Table for Case n = 7, a = b = c = 0
5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 29 37
41 43 47 49 53 59 67 71 79 97
103 107 109 113 121 125 127 131 139 169
191 197 199 223 239 269 359 389
Table 14. Possible Exceptions for Case n = 7, a = b = c = 0
For the case (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0), we use (54) to conclude that N > 0 for
ω(q7 − 1) ≥ 100. Use of (90) improves this to N > 0 for ω(q7 − 1) ≥
21, as shown in Table 15. The construction of this table, with regards to
complementary divisors, is the same as that for Table 2, with the caveat that,
for 13 ≤ ω(q7 − 1) ≤ 21, we use d = 30 instead of d = 6, as this gives better
results for the RHS values. The 95 possible exceptions are listed in Table 16.
The 42 values eliminated by the sieve with d = 2, with 2ω(ei) − 2ω(d) = 2ω(d)
for each i, are given in Table 17. The 38 primes in Table 16 less than or equal
to 179 were eliminated via computer check, leaving 15 possible exceptions
that range in value from q = 25 to q = 361.
In closing this section, the author wishes to make an important comment with
regards to the direct verification procedures employed for n = 7, 8. At the time
that he did computational work for these values of n, both time and computational
resources were (regrettably) limited, more so than in [4]. Thus he decided that,
as resolution of the non-prime q values would consume a great deal more time and
resources than could be allowed (see [4] for a description of how the non-prime q
values were handled there), his time could be best spent in eliminating as many prime
values as possible from consideration. Given the results of this section, however, it
is reasonable to speculate that none of the non-prime q values listed is indeed a
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ω(q7 − 1) q0 RHS
1 1.17 27.63
2 1.32 68.15
3 1.63 151.74
4 2.15 258.90
5 3.02 399.61
6 4.36 573.90
7 6.54 777.08
8 9.96 1024.19
9 15.58 1312.77
10 25.21 1636.69
11 41.17 2027.87
12 68.97 2473.11
13 117.23 2934.03
14 200.63 3380.67
15 347.74 3866.04
16 613.17 4383.96
17 1097.89 4935.80
18 1975.19 5539.77
19 3601.44 6182.56
20 6621.27 6874.56
21 12221.66 7628.84
Table 15. Sieving Table for Case n = 7, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)
5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25
29 31 37 41 43 47 49 53
59 61 67 71 73 79 83 89
97 101 103 107 109 113 121 125
127 131 137 139 149 151 157 167
169 173 179 181 191 193 197 199
211 223 227 229 233 239 241 257
263 269 271 277 281 283 293 307
311 313 317 331 337 343 359 361
367 373 379 389 397 401 409 431
439 463 491 499 509 529 547 571
613 625 661 691 727 919 953
Table 16. Possible Exceptions for Case n = 7, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)
genuine exception. Resolution of these values is left to those whose computational
resources are sufficient to the task.
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197 227 229 233 239 263 269
271 277 281 283 293 307 311
313 317 337 343 359 367 373
379 389 397 401 409 431 439
463 491 499 509 529 547 571
613 625 661 691 727 919 953
Table 17. Values for Case n = 7, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0) Eliminated via
the Sieve
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